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ABSTRACT
The role of education in development is discussed in
thit paper as one of a number of issues in education in developing
countries, including recent changes in population and technology that
render traditional methods of imparting instructiov inadequate. The
concept of distance education is presented with reference to specific
applications in Asia and the Pacific, and involvement of the World
Bank and of the Asian Development Bank in distance education are
briefly described. Areas recommended for consideration by
participants in the regional seminar on distance education at which
this paper was presented are summarize3 as follows: (1) the future
role of distance education in human resource development; (2)
strategies for implementing this role in relation to overall
socioeconomic goals of countries; (3) new models involving modern
communication technologies for ensuring the success of strategies
suggested; (4) strategiet for ensuring quality of distance education
programs while enlarging their scope to cover the disadvantaged
groups of society; (5) appropriate methods of ensuring academic
status to distance education while retaining its flexibility and
relevance to techno-economic realities; (6) internal efficiency and
external relevance of distance education; and (7) international
cooperation and assistance in promoting distance education. (MES)
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ISSUES IN DISTANCE EDUCATION

I;

INTRODUCTION

1.___
Development is a process of structural change in the economic;
political, social and cultural domains. Development starts with people,
their education and their Capabilities because people are the primary
and ultimate focus of all deVeloptient.
The broader goal of development
is to bring the entire poprilation into the mainstream of the national
development process,_both as contributors and beneficiaries;
In the
final_analysis,_ development iS th0 development of an individual; each
according to_hiS or her potential, and in this sense education is a
crucial aspect of development.

The_ concepts of development and the role of educational
systems __(both
formal _and
non-formal)
are
determined
by __the
socio-politico-economic features and cultural patterns of each_nation.
There_is_abundant historical eVidence that through training in litarady
and skills _required_ in agricUlture and industry, the productivity of
people_could be significantly increased.
Education is no longer limited
to either schooling or the production of entrepreneurs_ capable of
increasing_ the_ gross
national product;
byt rather aims _at
the
development of_human reSOUrCea for a wide range of purposes;
Learoihg
2;

rather_ than schodling has become the driving force of human capital
formation.
The_two have not become uncoupled but the links have beCcite
loose and unpredictable.
Thus the importance of the role of education
in development_can be_seen in .;erms of the_opportunities for individuals
to _develop
their Abilities.
This
emphasizes that
economic
and
technological restructuring must be paralleled by an attempt to give the
individual an opportunity to restructure his or her life; Physical and
technological investments shoUld therefore go hand in hand __With
investments on human resources development;
In the words of E. F.
Schumacher, _1/
"Education is the most vital of all resources for
development."-

GENERAL ISSUES IN EDUCATION
GroWing populations in Asian and Pacific region demand
appropriate_education.
Some three billion people, or about 63 per cent
of the world, live in this region, mostly in rural areas. There are at
3.

present over one billion children and youths under 15 years of age in
this region.
Providing educational opportunities to this large And
growing number is a major problem.
The number of illiterates it growing
fatter than the rate at which they can be educated either through formal
primary education or through out-of-school literacy campaigns.
Women
account for the majority of them._ Another significant subgroup of
illiterates is to be found in the rural areas. Illiteracy remaina the
major obstacle to development.

11

SChumacher,_E. Fii Small is Beautiful, Harper and Roy PubliSherS.
New York; 1913

During the _last two or three_ decades, second-level and
third-level education has expanded at a_much_faster rate than education
at_the primary level.
Unplanned expansion of third level education has
led to rising unemployment among the educated, in turn highlighting the
question of relevance of the educational systems.
4;

5;
The formal education_ system provides rural poor and other
disadvantaged groups only limited access _to education;
In fact, it

contributes_toa certain extent to the inequalities noticed in the
field;
Typically, nearly 60 per_cent of_the _drop-outs At the primary
schools are from the poor families, while 80 per cent of those who
complete echools and colleges are from the top 20 per cent of society;
Public financing _of education thus presently involves a transfer of
resources from the_ poor majority to the rich minority;
There is,
therefore, a need for desiningalternative systems of education and

establishing an _integrated flexible learning system which can provide
wider access to the rural poor, women, and other disadvantaged groups;
6.

The current pace of knowledge.explosion and the slow pace of
knowledge acquired in educational institutions demand a new strategy in
terms_ of a minimum formal schooling to begin with, followed by
experience in the field of work.
Interleaving school and non-schooI
experiences_increases the _value of_education to the individuals;
The
phenomena_of drc_p-outs and talented underachievers is another pointer
towards the need to design _some alternative ways to educate people;

This_ would also point_to the necessity of.introducing

a system of

non-formal education_ in the _developing countries
a system which
encourages dialogue between the teacher_ and the learner and allows
people to take advantage of appropriate learning experience while they
can continue their jabs.

Conventional methods of imparting instruction are inadequate,
with the school no longer the sole purveyor of knowledge and shaper of
social _attittdes.

The mass communications media such as radio and
television can play_a crucial role in_the dissemination of knowledge;
Mass_media can provide the means_to offer education in selected fields
to large numbers of people Without incurring huge expenditures on
overheads_ and infrastructure.
Properly designed and supported radio
projects have the potential for improving learning; 11 Television can
also be an extremely powerful instrument for education;
8;

The expanding use of telecommunications, especially satellite
technology in several countries, can help overcome many difficulties;
Remote areas can be_eerved by a satellite even without setting up a
television_station in_such_places. These technologies, if carefully
planned and applied, W111 make a big difference in the matter of access
to good education for the maximum number of people;
9.
There are
educational strategy.

1/

several reasons
for
suggesting a change
First, the traditional educational systems in

The World Bank, Poverty and Human Development, pal, 1980;

in
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SeVétal ASian and Pacific countries are not suitable in several cases to
Meet the challenge of economic growth. There is an increasing demand
for education _strategies which provide practical knowledge to farmers
and rural youth for the development of appropriate skills.
In several
countries, the technological expertise needed for rural transformation
heS_not yet reached the rural people and in many cases extension yorkers
ladk training in the skills of teaching adults.
Second, the human and
finandial resources available for education are limited in many
countries. Traditional and institutional methods have proved inadequate
to_meet the growing needs of formal as well as non-formal education;
Third; there is a growing awareness on the part of educationists and
policy planners; of the decline in the quality of education; despite
quantitative gains.
10.
The issues which warrant the attention of this Seminar are in
My VieYi (i) major problems which are likely to influence educational
déV61-OPMent in the coming decade; (ii) the interface between educational
policies and national development goals; (iii) effective alternative
strategies to provide more equitable educational opportunities_to rural
poot, _women and other disadvantaged groups; (iv) appropriate and
effective measures to enhance quality, relevance and efficiency _of
edudatión
(both
formal
and non-formal);
and
(v)
strategies
for
tobiliiing_More effectively additional human and material resources for
edudetiOnal development and optimal utilization of available resources.
11.
In_ the
final analysis,
the educational systems
of_ the
ddiuntries_of this region share many common problems including rising
COSta, budgetary constraints; lack of text books; inadequate supply and
use of readhing aids leading to low quality and low efficiency of

6-du-cation, slow_response in providing education relevant to development
goal
ladk_ of
curriculum renewal and inadequate access to_ good
education
for many
groups
specially
the
rural
poor
and
the
disadvantaged.
In addition; inefficiency in educational systems of
developing countries_is evidenced by a number of indiCators such_as (a)
Student_drop-outs; (h) student repetition, (c) low achievement_levels;
(d)
Underutilization of physical facilities and teachers _time and
(d) dOntinuing high illiteracy rate. In many developing countries, the
déMánd_for primary and secondary education has outstripped the supply of
trained teadhers.
Untrained; undertrained and underqualified teachers

haVe been pressed into service; Modern communication media through
di-Stance education method can enlarge access to the bent available
teaching talent and benefit a large number of people;
Distaute
education can be used to provide in-service training to teachers WI a
large scale. The Asian countries are finding it difficult to fulfil the
goal of universalization of primary education, and are also not able tb

Seet the increasing social demand for education at all levels through
the fdormal structures of educatiom Therefore; there is urgent need for
development of alternative strategies of education-to seet
the
educational needs of the developing countries.
Alternative approaches
to edUcation call for greater use of new educational technologies in the
years ahead for which provision has to be made in any long-term
educational plan;

6

III. DISTANCE EDUCATION:
12.

THE CONCEPT

Education is not only a social and moral imperative, it is

also an economic necessity.
Development holistically conceived in tOtOiS
of culturali_social, political and economic domains calla for tidA6SiVdt
need-oriented education.
In turn; it is the need-based datdtd of
education which brings educational technology 1/ into play;
13.
With the development of educational technology; the_ Means and
forms of providing teaching/learning situations have multiplied and
diversified; so have the educational needs of the heterogeneots_groupS
in the_community.
A single educational program (such an inflexible
conventional education system)_proves inadequate to suit the _needs Of
everyone._ ConventiOnal education systems with uniform methods_ Of

teaching -do not make sufficient provision for the variations dadsed by
socioeconoMic status, age and economically different backgrounds. Aa_aresult;_ disadvantaged groups such as women; have been unable to profit
from this system.
The traditional system; therefore; needs td _be
augmented and supplemented by alternative methoda_and processes Whie:h
emphaeize individualization of instruction and self-detertited pace of
the learner.
14.
In distance education the focus is on_the_needs_ofthe people
to whom the education message is addressed;
The determination_of_the
educational needs of the_varions groups such as drop-outs; ott=of-achool
youth,
on-the-job
people,
farmers,
teachers;
women;__ stbodl
and
university students and illiterate adults is the starting point Of
distance education.
Distance education systems are_well known_for their
flexibility,
individualization
and
adoption
of __new
infOttAtidh,
technologies in course development; production; delivery and Student
Support as per their individual needs;

15.

Distance educntion refers to the teaching and:learning process

in which a significant proportion of the teaching is cOndutted by
someone removed in space and/or time from the learner.
DiStende
education in terms of media usually involves a combination of Média
(such as.radio; _TV, film; audio and video tapes; computers, and
microprocessors) so as to not only compensate for the_lioltations of ad
individual medium but also to derive the maximum_advantages frOt All the
media used
aim media used in distance education_ ate generally
reinforced_
through
correspondence
studies
and
tUttitial/prattical
sessions (as done in many countries_such as Australia, BangladdSh_and
India)
for:
(i) pre- and in-service training of teaChetd;_ _(ii)
academic courses for those unable to attend school Ot college; and_(iii)
adult education programs; The advent of modern dOMMUdidtction media_has
shown that education need no longer be limited to fOtttdf&te learning
1/

Educational technology can be defined as a procesq of identifying
aims and objectives; planning the learning etiVitOttent, exploring
and structuring the subject matter; selectingAtipto4tiáté teaching
strategiesand learning media;_ evaluating the effeCtiVendaa of
learning system and_using the insights gained fro* eValuation to
improve the effectiveness of teaching-learning system.

5

SitUetieriS._ Learning can be uncoupled from schooling;
In societieS
Whith_proVide_ reasonable access tu the electronic and print_tedia, the
tide deVoted by an individual to reading, listening _and viewing_excedds
that Spent in traditional learning. The media such as radio,_televiSion
arid filth =_can_teach people who have had little or no formal education
and bring benefits to the very doorstep of the recipients;
16.
Distance_ education method could be characterized _byt _the
separation of teacher.and learner; the use of technical media inthiding
print te facilitate comrunication between the teacher_ and leernerk
twd-Way COMmunication (with emphasis on feedback); and the_teaching of
people as individuals and not in groups with_provision_of _octaSitinal
meetings through seminars, summer/winter institutes; _local resource
tentetS; Counseling and guidance.
Learning in_the _distance education
tad overdomes the constraints of (i) specified locations_ arid (ii)
tithisgs
Of
etudy_ which
characterize
face-to-face teaching.
The
partitipants can_choose their place, time and mode of study; It rekeS
&Venable to_adulta and out of school youth as well as educationally
diSadVenteged groups, general, vocational and professionally oriented
todtSeS Without affecting their capacity to earn their livelihood.
17.
Dietance education has a great sociological justificatien_as
it tan_ help not only in extending education but also in equalizing

edutational opportunities and thereby help varied and dispersed_StUdent
pepulatiens, even in rural areasi
The basic tenet of distence education
is_ that education should be taken to where'people are rather than the

Other 44.
18.

Distance education methods are used for formal courses at all

leVelS, Whether leading to qualifications or_ not, as _well AS ft:it
nen-fermal _education.
Contrary to popular belief; experience in Some

teuntries Shows that technical and science subjects such_as physitS and
theinietry _are taught effectively through distance education. Recently,
SeMe developing countries) faced with a chronic shortage of Skilled
laber, haVe been experimenting with projects for_ teaching technical
SUbjeCtS by correspondence.
At the university level, a large amount of
theoretical work in an engineering degree course can be done outside the
-college, While the practical work can be done in short, _intensive
SeSSiong during weekends or at vacation institutes;_ The Open University
in the United Kingdom is an example where radio and_television are_used
tegether
with
short
compulsory
courses
for teathihg _prattital,
Work-related aspects of science;
computers and_ tethhology.
The
Tethhidal Correspondence Institute in New Zealand, by arrangement with
dtploydrs in the private sector; enables students_ of_the IhstitUte to do
labbratery work in selected institutes for a short period_in a year.
Effective communication in distance education requires teaching programs
WhiCh identify and meet the needs of individual_StUdents.
Renee;
SUCcess of any distance education program would depend _tti a great_extent
onthe quality of software and appropriate use of _the cOrmunication
bedia. _Therefore, any distance education program needs to be supported
by _quality instructional materials and a core group of outstanding
edaddMICs.

6

19.
Many_ countries in this region have expanded_ eduCational
Opportunities by adopting the distance_education system. Adatralia hea
lbhg-standing record spread over several years_of achievement in this
field. Attempts have been made in several developing countrieS of thia
tegibh to explore the use of distance education to provide the rural
poor access to education;
I cite only a few: the School BrOaddaSting
PrOgrami_ Bangladesh; various institutes of _correspondence courses in
India, including SNDT Women's University, Open _School_of the Central
Bdard of Secondary Education and Indira Gandhi_National Open UhiVeraity;
Allata Iqbal Open University, Pakistan; Korea Correspondence College*
Repnblid of Korea; .Radio Education in Nepal;_Open University in Sri
Lanka; ahd Sukhdithai Thammathirat Open University, Thailand.

20.

If
distance education needs to be used
ih deVeloping
countries, educationists must remember to communicate clearly to the
AUdience and must undertake programs to_create new attitudes and values.
To -create the right climate educationists need to_demonstrate that the
recurrent costs of distance education are lower than _other competing
tddes.
few guidelines on viability_of distance education ih _terms of
unit _caatts have emerged from the case studies _done by JAdiSdh ahd
OriVel
For instance, the higher the academic level, the lomet Monld
be the number of potential students required, other_things being equal,
td make the course cost-effective; _In most countrieS teachera ehgaged
in higher education earn three to eight times more than those in pritary
education; therefore pedagogy in higher education could ititird daSily
addommodate substitution of labor by capital;'

21,
Justification
for
theintroduction of _new edUcational
technologies might be found_ in _areas where there_ is t Shortage of
trained_ and qualified teachers, orWhere teacher performance is poor, or
Where the subjects demand visual presentation_wbich cannot be Offered by
teadher.A media-7based course appears_to_ be more economical than A
conventional course when a large number of students- are invOlVed And
Opportunity costs are lower;
22.
Therefore, there is a need for an analysis of various projects
to demonstrate the cost-effectiveness of _individual strategies.
For
dicamOle,_ distance
education
projects
limited_to enriChMeht Of
face-to-face teaching or in the_ form_ of additionnl tea-Ching for
iMprovement of quality 77-ly not be cost-efiective:_ BUt if diStAhce
education is focused on quality improvement, the investment is more
likel4i to be cost-effective and similarly; the size of clientele for
various courses and the nature of_content could be another consideration
for.econcmic analysis of such projects;
IV.

THE WORLD BANK'S INVOINTMENT_IN_DISTANCE LoU"ATION:

23.

Out of 302 education projects of the World Bank, 32 (10.6 per
cent) have incorporated distance education.
The_ peak period was
1974-1978,
when about 19;1 per cent of education projects
Jamison, D; and Orivel, F.;, The Coat-Effectiveness of Distance
Education Teaching for School Equivalency,_ in _Perraton, Hilary,
Alternative Routes to Formal Education, Werld Bahk; 1982.
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in-chided a distance education component;
East Asia, East Afrita and
Wet AftiCA have used distance_education mosti_accounting for 24 of the
32 Aitbjacts, The World Bank's first _distanceeducation project VAS
itplemented in Ivory Coast in 1970 but with fairly discouraging_reatilta
Whith to a Certain extent, could be attributed _toIack of effettive
aciftWare,
low-quality media lessons, and inadequate management _and
feedbadk ayatems.
Since then, with rare exceptions such as the People's'
Rephblit _bf China III 1/ (Polytechnic/Television_ University Projetr)
projetta have incorporated distance education_only aa a_minor component.
Theae projeCta could be classified_ in four _categories;
The fitat
t ategoty includes those projects in which distance education_was added
bh as an enrichment to existing face-to7face _teaching;
It_ the_second
t ategory,_teachers were deliberately repIaced_by_distance education for
part of the week to improve the quality of instruction; In the third
Category of projects, distance education_was_ aImost the_oftly_teathing
Method because qualified teachers_and cIassroomawere not available ih
adeqUate number.
These projects_were mainly related to areas such aa
health and agriculture, or in-service_teacher traiting.Nona bf these
OtOjects involved teaching of children
In the fourth tatagory of
OtOjects, distance education was the onIy_teaching mode, _An analysis of
such projects with a special reference_to_their Cost-effectiveneaa -can
help identify an efficient strategy of distance education.
V.

ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK'S INVOL

24.
To date, the Asian Development Bank has not participated in
dhy_ distance education related program; _The Bank has supported: _(1)
're-Clinical and Vocational Education Projects at secondary and ttttitity
leVels to strengthen physical infrastructures_ in_ general to Meet
manpower shortages; (ii) establishment of project-related resourte and
development centers for the development_ of improved _technology_ and
indigenous technology and indigenous technicalcapacity;
(iii)_ in
recent years, _the development of science educationat the setondaty
leVel;
and (iv) university level education._
The _Bank's tettitd
telative to education projects shows that its assistance has_beeh tostly
focused _on strengthening the physical infrastructure of eduCation
ayatems (e.g. by paying for buildings and equipment);_ The tiMe_hat ddind
to examine the need to review the Bank's_strategy and exaMine the atbpd
for distance education systems;
It is also necessary to have a -clear
understanding of the goals to be achieved_through distance_education _do
that resource allocation may be made effectively_ by the deVelopiag
Countries; We.Iook forward to the deliberations and recommendatitind Of
thia Seminar for identifying the policy which can_work_beat it diatande
education so that appr.optiate projects tan be_formulated, The Bank
looks forward to your views on some of_the major issues it diatande
education; Let me briefly mention some of the issues.

VI.
25.

Ilsus FOR CONSIDERATION
The

technological revolution now in progress heti already
affected the way of Iife of people in developing countriee but its
1/

Hawkridge, David, General Operational Review of Diatance Education,
Education and Training Department, The World Bank,1985.
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effects on conventional methods of_education4

and specially on the

communication of knowledge have been limited.

The new technology alters
the role of the teacher in relation_to the pupils. The teacher is no

longer the sole or main source_ of_knowledge. Hence some measure of
resistance is expected._ Educational technology is often forced on the
school before the school has understood What to do with it or how to
employ it; A clearer definition of objectives is required.
26;

The development and use of educational technology_require much

more planning and a longer gestation_period than do the _classical
teaching methods.
While it is true that economies of scale_ can be
considerable in the application_of new forms of educational technology,
it is equally true_ that the_ unit cost can be_too_high when the_target
population is small and production costs are fixed. Moreover, distance
education through the technologies such_as Radio/TV _and films can lead
to memorization _and_rote learning, since there is no face-to-face
contact between the teacher and the student.
Lessons taught through
mass media; if not supported by printed materials, may not be retained.
Hence, the design _and elaboration, of written support materials is
considered an essential part of distance education._ What is the scope
for involvement_of the teacher in distance education?_ How can effective
printed material_be designed and produced in developing countries where
there_ are_already shortages of paper, of printing facilities and of
expertise to design the course material?
27.

There are_also_differences of_opinton about the quality which

can be _achieved in_ _distance education.
Same argue that
necessarily the second best, inferior to_face-to-face education.

it

is

Others
claim that it has positive advantages, in enabling students to adopt an

individual approach_best suited to them. Some may not be of the view
that distance learning_provides second=best education to those who are
already educationally_disadvantaged. We seem to be in need of agreed
criteria for detertining the success of distance education. There are
other questions: (l) How can _an appropriate distance education system be
established? (2) _5347 can high_quality teaching_be maintained and a
lowering_of standards_prevented? (3) How can distance education be
closely integrated With_ the conventional system of education so that
students can alternate between full time, part-time and open learning
courses? and (4) How can distance education be integrated with the goals
of agriculture and industry?
28.

Furthermore, there is_a need for feedback mechanisms to be

built_into_every_distance education program. A system of evaluation and
learning_ from the receiving end is necessary.
There is also the
technical aspect relating to _the use of radio frequencies involved in
distance education.
The radio spectrum has to be used by individual
countries, if need _be, in_ coordination with neighboring countries
wherever_necessary, in accordance withiehe_principles Iaid doun by the

International Telecommunication Union (ITU). _This calls for regional
cooperation.
Technical solution to this problem calls for a concerted
effort do the part of developing countries.

11

29.

Determination of the priorities to be assigned in -he use of
diatahCe eduCation to formal and/or non-formai education is another area
WhiCh terita your consideration; While in formai education, the results
Could be quantified; the impact can oniy_be ascertained indirectly in
the CASe of non-formal education,
though the latter may well _be
preferred on grounds of national interest; cultural uplift and social
deVelOpment.
The goals will depend on the priorities of individual

gOVertments but the implicatiora of the alternatives should be fully
analyzed by experts.
30.

An important aspect in introducing distance education is the
deVelOpMent of appropriate educational content of the programs;
Often
the hardware tends to be overemphasized to the neglect of software whie4
is really basic to the success_ of the program.
The revision of
curriCulum design which may be Iong overdue in several areas, is crucial
if the new methods are to succeed;
31.

In several countries, distance education can be provided
through satellites which can beam radio and TV signals to more than tihe
location, region or country simultaneously; The information_revolutioft,
aided by satellites and computers, _has iet_to make its full impact it
developing countries;
The_Indian experience in satellite education mid
the efforts of some South Pacific _countries in beaming lessons through
space have indicated the potential _in this_ field;
When sophisticated
technology can be adopted for telecommunications in several developing
countries, it can as well _be usedi_with suitable modifications for
education; However; the implications involved should be spelt hut.
32.
I now come to the _need_for_trained human resources. Ift_many
cases it is observed that _the teaching_profession has not attracted the
best candidates;
In deveioping_countries; there _le already a shortage
of well qualified staff in _the_ conventional education _system.
The
promotion of distance education should not addto this prOblet.
However, distance education can ta t-. inputs from_a wide range of dkpetts
Who need not be fuli-time_teachers; Nevertheless; their utilitation
calls for expertise indesigning_ courses;
_Training is _therefore
essential for those involved _in_distauce_education. It desigtitg any
strategy in education, our_objective_should be to prevent Or at leaSt
minimize any mismatch_between available human_resources_and_the &Ala of
development;
What roie_can distancs_education play ih thiS reaPact7
How can wastage be reduced to_minimal? How_can_the over=produttien of
graduates be avoided? Can distance_education_be Utilited it SUCh
manner that its beneficiaries do not add td the problem Of a-du-cat-6d
unemployment?

One of the most important tasks that _distance_ learning
institutions in developinguountries have_ to undertake frOt the outset
is that of creatitl new attitudes and values.
Will_diatahde eduCation
be given due recognition _by the_academic community?_ Cat distance
education gain social acceptance?Will_employers ihdlUding thaSe_in the
private sector accept the qualifications conferred through .distance
education unreservedly? Can there be any means of etaUritig uniform and
33;

high standards_in a country where more than dna ihatitution offers
distance education courses?

12
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34.

This distinguished gathering of experts; we hope, will give
their considered views on these and other related issues so that the
goals of distance education are clearly set and suitable strategies can
be devised.

To recall, the issues in brief are:

(a)

outlining the future role
resource development;

(b)

identifying strategies for implementing the role outlined in
relation to the overall socioeconomic goals of countries;

(c)

designing
new
models
involving
modern __communication
technologies for ensuring the success of the strategies
suggested;

(d)

cleveIoping :strategies

for

of distance education in human

ensuring

quality

_of

distance

education programs; while enlarging its scope to cover the
disadvantaged groups of society; such as women And the rural
poor;
(e)

preparing appropriate methods of ensuring due academic status
to distance education; while retaining its flexibility and
relevance to the techno-economic realities including necessary

change in curriculum design suitable for the new modes of
delivery;
(f)

issues of :internal efficiency
distance education; and

(g)

identifying areas for international cooperation and assistance
in promoting distance education;

and

external

relevance

of

Without pretending to suggest any answer myself to these
complex questions, may I submit for your consideratim that success in
this field depends on two conditions: one, an open mind so that we, the
products of conventional educational systems do not look down upon any
innovation and two, a systems approach which would ensure a fair chance
for the implementation of any new idea.
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